Communication and Interaction Ideas
Support me to continue to use my amazing communication skills. This may include modelling how I can interact
with other people using good listening and good speaking, using my good manners (saying please and thank you),
speaking slower so my words are clearer or using longer sentences to tell you more information (adding because
to the sentence to make it more interesting)

Independence Ideas
Encourage me to as many tasks as I can as independently as I
can. In school this includes things like: Dressing myself, washing my hands correctly, feeding myself using cutlery, washing
the pots, making a simple snack (such as some toast or a
sandwich), carrying out tasks where I have to process instructions (go to the cupboard and get a new toilet roll and take it
to the bathroom)

Social, Emotional and Mental Health Ideas
Remember this is a tricky time for all of us. It is important
that we do all we can to remain happy. Encourage me to
share my feelings with you; help me to understand what
these feelings are if I do not know (e.g you are feeling
grumpy/frustrated/upset right now…). Support me to do the
things which make me feel safe and secure; build a den with
me, watch my favourite tv show or film (with a bag of popcorn of you can!)

Optional Home Learning!
Purple Class:
Please feel free to use these ideas
to keep learning going at home!
There is no pressure to complete
these...you may have other ideas and
routines that you wish to maintain.
It would also be amazing to see or
hear about what you’ve been getting
up to so please feel free to share
photos/work on our Twitter page:
@KelfordSchool or you could put together a photo book to show us when
we all come back! Please let us know
if you need anything to help and we
will try our very best.
Thank you all for all your hard work
and support during these uncertain
times. We miss you all!

Cognition and Learning Ideas
Support me to build on what I already know.
If I know my numbers to ten or twenty then work to deepen my
understanding; can I find the number that is one more or one
less? Can I match these numbers to their same amount. Can I
find different ways to make an amount (e.g. 5).
If I know my letter sounds can I use these to blend words when I
read (e.g. d-o-g, f-i-sh, n-igh-t) and to write a simple sentence (I
can see a green car).

Sensory/Physical Ideas
Support me to engage in the sensory play activities that I like.
This could include exploring cornflour goo, having chance to
play with water or exploring sand.
Encourage my fine motor skills; I could thread cheerios onto
string/wool to make a bird feeder, stack objects or take part in
dough disco.
Encourage me to use my gross motor skills; can I run, jump, hop,
ride my bike or scooter, can I climb and explore (safely)? Set me
an obstacle course so I can practice all of these skills

